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ON THE MICRQLOCAL HYPOELLIPTICITY OF

PSEITDODTFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

By

Minoru Koike

§1. Introduction

P. Bolley and J. Camus [1] obtained some results on the microlocal hypo-

ellipticityof differentialoperators with real analytic coefficients.One of their

results is as follows. Let X be an open subset of Rn and P(x,D) a differential

operator whose coefficientsare real analytic in X. Let LJ be a sequence such

that

k + l<Lk<Lk+1<CLk, £= 0,1,2, ･･･

and

L^ = raax(Lf;H,fe1/('>-i)), 0<8<p<l, ' = YZ}>

Then

WFL.,(u)cWFL.(Pu) U(r＼ LUP)), ue3)'(X).

Here WFL(u) is the wave front set of u with respect to the class CL (Cf. L.

Hormander [5])and S a(P)is the complement of the set of all points (x0,|0)eXx

(En―0) satisfying the following condition: There exist constants C, R and a conic

neighborhood V of (x0,f0) such that for all multi-indices p, q

c＼p(x,$)＼>mm

and

＼DfDtfXx,e)＼£Cm+mq＼＼e＼->m+m＼I＼x,£)＼

when (ar,f) F, |f|>i?. Where Dqx=(-W-ldldx)q.

In [1] they obtained this result by extending the theory of T. Kotake―M.S.

Narasimhan [6]. In thispaper we prove a more general resultin which the operator

P belongs to a class of pseudodifferential operators. It contains all the differential

operators whose coefficientsare of class CL, not necessarily analytic. The class
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CL is allowed to be larger than the Gevrey classes. Also, it can be quasi-analytic.

Our method is different from that of [1]. We construct approximate parametrices

for the transposed operator, modifying the techniques used in Chapter V of F.

Treves [8].

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor M. Matsumura and

Dr fT .^ny.nlrifor valnnhlp arhnrp

§2. Statement of the results

Let F be a pseudodifferential operator with amplitude a

Fu(x) =
[

ei<x-≫-≫a(x, y, z)u(y)dyd? , if = (2/:)-^

Let Lk (k = 0,1,2, -･･) be a sequence of positive numbers. We shall write F£

/((Lfc);p',d',m'), if for every compact set KoXxX there exists a constant CK

with

＼DW%Drva(x, y, f)|<CK^q^"p＼M{q^{Om""l>'[PH!i']qm

when (x,y) K, £eiT-0 (Cf. L. Boutet de Monvel and P. Kree [2]). Here, <£>^

(1 + |6|2)1/2and

(2.1) Mk=Lt.

Note that any differential operator with coefficients of class CL belongs to /((!/&);

1,0, m0) where m0 is the order of the operator.

In general, the singular support of the distribution kernel of a pseudodifferential

operator is contained in the diagonal ([4]), so we consider the behavior of the

amplitude in the diagonal. We shall define a set

L?.U(Lk);F)(zXx(Rn-0)

as follows: (xo,t;o)$Il s,*((Lk);F) if and only if there exist constants C, R and a

conic neighborhood V of (xQ, $0) such that for all multi-indices p, q, r

C＼a(x,x,$)＼>＼$r, if |f|>i?, (x,$)eV,

＼(DmDrya)(x, x, 61 <O^^riplMlq+rl($y^+s^rl＼a(x, x, £)|,

if |e|>i?(|/)+^ + r|+l)s, (x,£)eV.

H7,s,s((Lk);F) is a closed cone in Xx(Rn―0) and decreases when 5 increases. If

F is a differential operator and if Lk = k + 1, then the set £2%,o((£*);F) coincides

with Eun of [i].

We impose the following condition on the sequence Lie,:

(i) Lk satisfies that
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(2.2) k + l<Lk<LkTi<CLk,

(2.3) log (Mt/*!) is convex.

The condition (i) implies that the CL is invariant under the CL class coordinate

changes ([7]). We take other sequences:

(ii) Tk. and Tk are sequences of positive numbers such that

(2.4) Tk, f* also satisfy (i),

(2.5) Mh+k<C≫+*H*Hk, Hh+k<Ch**RkRk,

where Hk = T£ Hk = Tkk

For any Lk satisfying (2.2), such sequences Tk, Tk always exist. For example, if

Mk = ek-kls (i.e. the CL is the Gevrey class of order s), then (i) and (ii)are fulfilled

with T/c= Tk~Lk. Also we can take Lk = exp (skc), 0<c<l, cs>l for instance, but

the corresponding space CL is never contained in the Gevrey class of any order.

Assuming that

(iii) O<o'<//<1, 0<a<,o<l,

we set

(2.6)

Then we have

( l l ＼

Theorem. Let FeI((Lk)',p',8',m') be properly supported and the conditions

(i)-(iii)hold. If L'kis a sequence satisfying(2.2), then

(2.7) WFMclWFjAFu)^ n LZ,,,((Lfc);F)), u*g)'{X),

where L'£= max (Lflw,Tl,kl,ks).

We prove the Theorem in §3, constructing approximate parametrices microlocally

for the transposed operator lF.

Now we remark that the set E ≪,s((£*);F) is independent of the lower order

parts of F. In fact, we have

Proposition 1. Let L* he a sequence of positive numbers and Ge/((Ljt)',p, 8,m),

p<P, 8<d. If m<m, then

Z?.U(Lt); F+G) = Z7,U(Lk); F)

for any s, F.

Proof. If (x0,?o)$ Z?≪,,((Z*);F), then we have
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(2.8) K^r^-O^X^, -^,5)1<C|^| ^C^^tr|/>!Ml<?<r||^|-''1P|J-5'^^'|≪(^,^, f)l

for all(x,£)in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£o)with |||>i?, where g is the ampli-

tude of G. We take R so large that CRTnm<lj2. Then ＼a(x,x,£)+ g(x,xt$)＼>

＼a{x,x,|)|/2 del >R), so we obtain (x0,$o)$ L?,U(Lk); F+G) from (2.8). Therefore

Z'?j,s{(Lk);F+G)c:'ET,o,s((Lk);F). Replacing F, G by F+G, -G respectively, we

haw thp rnnr1n≪inn

§3. Proof of the Theorem

Let a and b be the amplitudes of F and lF respectively. From the definition

of 'F we have b(x,y,r/)= a(y,x, ―tj),thus we obtain

Proposition 2 (Cf. [1],Proposition 3.2).

s £M((L*); lF) = {(x, -≫); (x, ≫)e£?,,.((£*);F)}.

If Oo, £o)$H s,s((Lk);F),then there exists a conic neighborhood V of (x0, ―10)

such that

(3

(3

1)

2)

We set

(3.3)

C＼b(x,x, rj)＼> ＼V＼m, if ＼rj＼>R, (x, rj)£V,

KD'DWybXx, x, v)＼<O^^p＼Mmr[＼v＼-''^^c>^＼b(x, x, v)＼

if l^Rdp+q+rl + iy, (x,v)eV.

Gk = max(Tk°,ks)

Lemma 1. Let

Pk{x,7]) = ZW<k{Dr4lb){x>x,y])lr＼, k>l (d$=(dldy)r)

There exist constants C, R>0 independent of k such that

(3.4)

(3.5)

when

(3.6)

Proof.

where

C＼Pk{x,y])＼>＼b{x,x,y])＼ when ＼v＼>RGk,

＼D^D%Pk(x,V)＼<OP+qip＼Hm＼v＼'Plpl+sm＼b(x,x,V)＼

＼v＼>R(Gk + ＼p+q＼s), (x,v)eV.

WDHPAx, y)~b{x, x, vW^Z^rxtKD^Dx + DymbXx, x, v)＼jr＼

<,O*^p＼Hw＼T)＼-fW+>m＼b(x, x, rj)＼B{rj)
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B(v)-T (P+r)(Cn'Yl<2^Y ( 2C V"
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in the set

(3.6)0 ＼y＼>RGk, (x,v)gV.

So we have

(3.5)' ＼D*D%Pk(x, v)-b(x, x, yj))＼<±O^plHw＼vr^^＼b(x, x, rj)＼,

Li

provided that R is large enough. Combining (3.2) with this, we have (3.5). Let

p=q=Q in (3.5)'. Then we have (3.4).

Lemma 2. For each k ―＼,1,･･･, we can find C°°functions Qjk(x,y), 7=0,1

k ―1 such that

£ DrnPk^{x, rj)-drxQjk{x,ij)lr＼=5Qb,, h=0,1, ･ ",k-l,

in the set (3.6)0,where 2 denotes the sum for all j, r with j+＼r＼=h, and drx de-

notes {djdxj. Moreover, in the set (3.6), the inequalities

(3.7) |^I≫SQ^(ar,]7)|^C>+"'+"/>!^l,1+</|?|-p'P|+≪'≪|-≫'-≪>|6(ar>a;,^)|-1

hold, where the constants C and R are independent of j, k.

Proof. For each k, determine recursively the functions Qjk by means of the

relations

(3.8)0

and for .7= 1,2, ･ ･ ･,

(3.8), Qj*kx,rj) =
1

Qok(x,7]) = llPk(x,7j)

£o<in<,- D＼Pk^:hm{x, Tn)drxQj-]ruk(x, 7i)lr＼.

We must estimate derivatives of Qjk. By (3.8)0 and (3.4)

(3.7)0 ＼DPMQok＼<Or^p＼Mw＼rj＼-"'^+im＼b＼-'(in the set (3.6))

is certainly true when p―q ―0. From there on we reason (3.7)O by induction on

＼p+q＼,assumed to be >1, Differentiating Qok(x,rj)Pk(x,r/)= l, we have by the

Leibniz formula

D>DlQok=-Qoki:f(fy)(*,)DrDi;PtD≫-rm-q'Qot

where £' denotes the sura for all p', q' with ＼p'+ q'＼>0, p'<p, and q'<q. The

inductive hypothesis and (3.5) imply
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＼D^D%Q0k＼<O0p^plFIlql＼v＼rpmsmA

a_ v/^ ir'ip't9'i/^-iP'T<?'iii if iif

with C in (3.5). Since
(q)<(＼9＼),

we obtain,in view of (2.3),
w/~WW

We have A<＼, provided that Co is large enough in comparison to C, whence

(3.7)0. Therefore, it holds that

(3.7),

where ＼v＼>R(Gk + (j+＼ p + q＼)'), (x,r})eV,

for i=0 and for all p, q. It suffices to show that (3.7)j holds for i ―1, ･･ -,k, since

Gfc+ (i+!/>+<7l)s<2s"!(Gfc+!/> + #n if j<k. From there on we reason by induction

on j, assumed to be >1. By (3.8)/, the Leibniz formula implies

＼D≫D%Qjk＼<Z"

where £" denotes the

q'+q"+q'"=q, 0<＼r＼<j.

implies that

pi Q＼ 1

Since

^＼D*m'Qo.*-j＼
p'＼p"＼p"'＼ q'＼q"＼q'"＼ r＼

＼>＼Dp"+r TY>"P, ■ 11Dp'"Dq'"+rO ･ 11

sum for all p', p", p"＼ qf, q", q'", r with p;+p"+p'"=p,

In view of (3.5) and (3.7)O, the inductive hypothesis

＼DVDlQjk＼<C[p+'l^p＼＼rI＼-"-i)i-l>muw＼h＼-xB,

B=Z"(ColC1yp'+q'KCIC1yp"+q"+rKp" + r)ilp"lr＼

<^rm+yi://(Co/c1)lp'+9'l(2c/c1)ip"+('"+ri

X
＼q＼w＼+jy-

i<ri!(i<7i+i)! ■

＼</"＼K＼q＼+j)1
―

n wi

― I Ifc=|i?'"|41
Jl. <1

we have

B<Flm+j,

provided that Cx is large enough in comparison to Co and to C. This completes

the proof.
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Now we use the followingfact(F, Treves [8],Chapter V)
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Lemma 3. There is a constant C, depending only on n, such that given any

open subset W of Rn, any number d>0, any integer k>0, there is a C°°function

gitin Rn, having the following properties.

0<g&<l everywhere, {/*= l in W,

gt(x)=O if dist(x, W)>d,

＼Dpgk＼<(Ckld)mfor all p such that ＼p＼<k.

Then we have.

Lemma 4. Let F, F' be open cones c.Rn―O, such that F―Oaf. For any

R>0, there exist C°°functions pk in R"',such that

0<pk<l in Rn

pk{r})―＼when ＼y]＼>2RGkand yzF,

supple {?? /"; ＼v＼>RGk},

＼Dpgk{jj)＼<{Ckl＼f]＼)mwhen ＼p＼<k,

where the constant C is independent of k.

Proof. There exists a constant d such that 0<^<l/2 and

{r;;dist0?,W)<d)<zF', where W={yer; M>l/2}.

Let gk be as in Lemma 3. If f*(jy)= 6'&(VI)?l).then we have

＼D*>rk(v)＼<(Ckl＼v＼ypi(＼p＼<k).

We take another W, d:

W^{r]£Rn ; ＼v＼>3RGkl2}, d-=RGkl2 .

Let gk be as in Lemma 3 and set sk{rj)= gk(rj).We have

＼D?sk＼<(CklGk)m.

Since 5*(^)= 1 when ＼rj＼>2RGk,pk(rj)=Sk{7])rk{r))has the required properties.

Let V be as in (3.1),(3.2). We take open conic neighborhoods Fu ･･･, F4 of

―fo and open neighborhoods Uu ･･-, U4 of x0 such that

Ui is compact, Uj+lczUj, Fj+l―0cFj, Uix(Fi―0)(zV.

Let {/_,■*,pjk be such functions as gk,pk in Lemma 3, Lemma 4 respectively, satis-

fying

gJk= 1 in £/j4lf supp gifcc C/y,

pj≫hj)= ＼ when |r/|>(2i+ l)i?Gfcand ^ r2i,

supp/>≪c{K Aj-i; ＼rj＼>2jRGk].
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We denote by gk, hk, wk, pk, qk the functions glk,g2k,gsk,plk, p2k respectively.

Let Qjk be as in Lemma 2 and let us set

(3.9) Q＼y, O = (Uy)qk(Oi:j<kQjk(y, 0 ･

We denote by Kk the pseudodifferentialoperator whose amplitude is Qk(x,$)hk(y).

Since lF and Kk are properly supported, so is Sk = 'FKk ―L We consider the

pseudodifferential equation

(3.10) Fu = feW(X), u W'(X).

To prove our Theorem, it sufficesto show that

(ar0,So)$ WFL..(u) when (x0,So)$ J^V(/) U ££..≫((L*); F)

for some m. Let F be as above. We may assume that

(3.11) {(?/,-?); (y^)GF}n WjX/W.

From (3.10) we have, for any vgW(X),

<≪,y> = <w,lFKkvy-(u, Sty> = </, Kkv}-<M, Skv} .

In particular we take v(z)=wk{z)e~iiZti＼S£Rn considered as a parameter. We have

w*≪(S)=0*(S)-<≪(*),h(x, S)>

where

(3.12) /,(x,S)= S*0*(aO, ≫k(2)= tt;*(2)e-i<*''>,

(3.13) dk^) = (f,Kkvky.

Let r be an open conic neighborhood of Fo such that F―0c― r4. We shall

estimate wku($) when feT.

Lemma 5. // |/>|,|g|<£,then

＼d?diqkv, oi <c*/>!i?K/jicr'"m3"?ii%)y, or1

where C is independent of k.

Proof. By (3.9) and (3.7) we have

＼DWlQkiv,Q＼<Z'(i)&)m^p'V)rv>q*(:Q＼

xCmq'i+:lpfl＼t:＼-plI"i+m'l＼b＼-1B

where Z/ denotes the sum for all ;, p', q' with j<k, p' <p, q' <q, and,
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As kh<h＼ek<CkHh, we have

＼D?DqyQk(y, 01 <Clp+≪'+*/>!Jflr,,,|C|-'l*l+'l<'l|&|-1

if R is large enough in comparison to C.
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Since vpwk(r})=＼e-i{z^Dpwk(z)dz,it follows that

(3.14) ＼wk(v)＼<(Cky(k+＼r]＼)-Jwhenj<k, veRn.

In view of Peetre's inequality,it also follows that

(3.15) iw^+Ol^CKk+lvirKk+Kiy vrhenj<k,vXeRn.

Now we estimate (3.13), By (3.11), there exists a bounded sequence fj££'

7=1,2, ■･･such that

fj^fmUt, ＼fj(v)＼<CJM'A7]y-J whence-A.

Since fj is bounded, there are constants C, n' such that

＼fM)＼<C<v>n' for any ^Rn, 7=1,2, ･･･ .

As suppKkVkdUu Parseval's formula implies

where dE ―drjdti.We split the integral into two parts;

dk($)=[ +[ = P+P, say,

JCA JA

where A={{r],Q; ? -rlf |C|/2<|j?|<2|C|},CA is the complement of A. In the

integral P, there exists a constant c>0 such that

k,+CI>c(M + |CI)

So we have by integration by parts and by Lemma 5, when J<k,

＼P＼<＼ CJ{＼v＼+ ＼li＼)-J＼Uii)＼C^RA^-^^+Q＼d3

JCA

where m is as in (3.1). As ＼C,＼>kin the support of Qk, we have by (3.15)

＼P＼<CkHj<£>-N＼<vrn-i<on"ds

where n"――(l―d)J+N―m + n' + n + l, N<J. The last integral is convergent,

provided that n"<― n―1. Therefore, we have
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＼Il＼<CkRj(£yN when k>J>rN+C

for some constant C, where r is as in (2.6). It holds by (3.15) that

]/2|<
(

＼Av)＼＼Qk(y,0＼Cw^y'N<ONdydS<ckM:AO:N[ <vrJ<O^md3.

JA JA

If ―J+N― m<― 2(n + l), then the last integral converges. Therefore we have

proved that

|0*(£)l<Ck max (MS, Hj)($yN when k>J>rN+C .

Next we estimate <u(x), h(x, f )>. Since supp.r Ik{x, f) is contained in a compact

set K independent of k, f, there exist C, m" such that

(3.16) ＼(u(x＼h(x, m^CEmsm" sup.re^＼DlUx, e)＼.

It follows from (3.12) that

(3.17)

where 0

Ik{x^) = Bk(x^)-wk{x)~ilx-t＼

Bk{x,^) = tFKkvk{x)

=
＼e^Ak{x,

y, z, v,QdW

=Mx,y,z,n,Q:=<x ―y,Ti>+ <iy―z,O-<.z,O, dW=dydzdS,

Ak(x, y, z, y],C)=&0, v, v)Qk(y> Qwk(z)

We split the integral into two parts;

Bk(x,^＼ ei*pt(v)AkdW+
＼e^(i

-pk)AkdW

=/+/', say.

By Taylor's formula

&(#≫#,?)= 2 |r|<*

and by the relation

r＼
(dryb)(x, X, 7])+ Yi＼r＼~h{y--X)rbr(x, V, 7])

(y-xfei'^-Dye*',

we have that I―J2+J3+F, where

P = ?l'[ei*DrM7!)br(a;, y, V))Qjk(y, Qwk{z)dW,P = X'y*D;(pk(v)br(x,y,V)

Qjk(y,Q=gk(y)q*(QQAy,Q,

P^Z"＼ei*~Zr'<r(i)D;-~r'pk(V)(D;'dlb)(x, x,ri))QHv, Qwk(z)dW,
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2' (resp.2'0 denotes the sum for ail j, r with j+＼r＼=k and j<k (resp.i+|r|<^).

By the Taylor's formula

■tAx> ^J― 2-i＼r＼<h ~j drTlPj{x,0+L M(y-Qr Prj(x,?,C)

and by integration by parts,it follows that /'=/* + /", where

/*= Xt＼ei*Pr,k-A.x,rj,QW(y, Qpk{v)wk{z)dW,

Zk(x, y, z,Q = H"Zrjk(x, y, Qwk{z),

ZrAx, y,O=DlPk-j(x, QdlQJ＼y, Qjrl.

Splitting the integral /" into two parts;

M e"(pk-l)ZkdW, F"={e^ZkdW,

and using the Fourier inversion formula, we obtain

/'" =
^Zk{x,

x, z, OdzdC , <p(x,z, 0 = <x, O~<z, f+C> ･

Moreover we devide the integral /'" into two parts;

J*=Z"＼e≫lXPk-Ax, Qdrx{{gk{x)-l)Qjk{x, O)qk(Qwk(z)dzdC.

By Lemma 2 we have

where

By (3.17) we have

(3.18)

/7 =
jj

eia-c>te*(O-l)0*(£+O#,

P =
[

, where S={ZeRn; |C|<5RGk}
Jcs

/*(tf,£)=/1+---+/8
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We shallestimate each /■'.First,note that

(3.19) ＼t<＼XH + ＼Q) when )ysupp(l-/>*),Cesupp?*

for some constant c>0. Using the operator

(3.20)
― I

|^-CI2
ZUvj-Q

we have (by integration by parts with respect to ^-variables)

＼DpJl＼<CkHlc^yN if k>tN+C, ＼p＼<m"

for some constant C, where m" is as in (3.16). Similarly it follows that

＼DIP＼<CkHk(O'-N if k>eN+C, i = 3,5.

It is easily cheked that

＼DU7＼<CkG%^yN if k>N+C.

Since

l£+CI>c(|!|+ |CI) if Cesuppfe-1), £e/＼CeS,

it also follows that

＼DU8＼<CkNl^yN if k>N+C.

In the integral JB, it holds that

x―z＼>c for some constant c>0.

Therefore we can use the operator

la;

i

― y＼2

£ Uixj-zj)
9

^c7

and we get

＼DlP＼<CkHkQyN if k>oN+C.

To estimate J2, we use the operator (3.20) on the set

A={07,C);M>2|C|or |CI>2|?|}.

(It holds that |^-CI>(M + ICI)/4 on A) Since |7| is dominated by 2|C| on the

complement of A, and as

we can get

br(x, y, rj)= ^l
[

(dryb)(x, tx + (l~-t)y, rftt^dt

f'･ Jo

＼DlP＼<CkHkQYN when k>aN+C.
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It remains to estimate J*. Note that

＼K+a-t)v＼>c(m＼+a~t)＼v＼)

Prj(x,T,O =

＼r＼

rl

if 0</<l, ^esupp^jt,Cesupp^.

Jo

we have for r>0 and ＼p＼<m"

＼DlPrj(x, v,C)|<Cfc(|^|+ |c|r'+*""<O-"r|+p

Using the operator

we have

＼DlP＼<CkHk{O'N,

This completes the proof of the Theorem,
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